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I Normative changes

- Delete the second to the last paragraph of page 26 starting with “It is permissible ...”.

NOTE - This paragraph appeared by error. This paragraph does not exist either in its DIS version or DIS version.

II Informative changes

1) Delete the whole paragraph on NOTE 2 in 6.2.6.2. With respect to this deletion:
   a) Replace “NOTES” in 6.2.6.2 with “NOTE –”.
   b) Delete the “1” ahead of this remaining “NOTE”.
   c) Delete the parenthetical reference to NOTE 2, appeared in the last line of 6.2.6;

2) In 6.2.1, add the following sentence to the end of the first paragraph:
   "NOTE – Applications may wish to precede and follow a BIE with a unique two byte combination (marker segment) so that the BIEs can be detected within other data streams. It is suggested to use 0xFFA8 for the starting marker and 0xFFA9 for the ending marker. These markers are not considered to be the part of the BIE.”

III Editorial changes

1) In Intro. 2, second to the last paragraph of page ii, third line –
   change: “encode the stripes in HITOL order.”
   to: “encode the stripes in high to low order.”

2) In Figure Intro. 4, replace “typical” with “Typical”.

3) In Figure Intro. 6, two locations, replace “Diferential” with “Differential”.

4) Change the definition of 3.36 “typical prediction” as follows:
   “A method that looks ahead for success in predicting solid color blocks of pixels in an image. Such prediction is subsequently used, only where predictive success was achieved for entire lines (these lines are indicated with a flag).”

5) Change the third sentence of 6.2.1 as follows:
   “The data describing a given image in all its available resolutions and bit-planes may be, but need not necessarily be, contained in more than one BIE.”

6) In page 8, second to the last line –
   change: “than”
   to: “then”.

7) Change the four instances of “new length” or “new-length” to “NEWLEN” in 6.2.6.2.

8) Change the four instances of “comment” or “Comment” to “COMMENT” in 6.2.6.3.

9) Change the caption for Table 13 to:
   “Table 13 – ABORT marker Segment”.

10) Change the caption for Table 14 to:
    “Table 14 – ATMOVE marker Segment”.
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11) Change the caption for Table 15 to:
   “Table 15 – NEWLEN marker segment”.

12) Change the $Y_{AT}$ variable in Table 14 to be lower case (from $Y_{AT}$ to $y_{AT}$).

13) In page 30, in 6.8.2.3, second line of second paragraph,
   “equation 9” should be corrected to “equation 8”.

14) In page 39, Figure 30, right side block below first decision box (diamond shape) –
   change: “BUFFER+1”
   to: “BUFFER”.

15) In the title of Table 25, replace “Decor” with “Decoder”.

16) From page 47 to page 51, all rows expressed as “CS” in Table 26 should be corrected to “SC”.

17) In 7.2.2, the third line of the second paragraph, replace the reference to Table 28 with a reference to Table 27.

18) In 7.2.2, the fourth line of the second paragraph, replace the reference to Table 29 with a reference to Table 28.

19) In 7.2.2, the first line of the third paragraph, replace the reference to Table 30 with a reference to Table 29.

20) Move Table 29 to after the third paragraph of 7.2.2.

21) In the title of Table 29, replace “conding” with “coding”.

22) In the title of Table 30, replace “encoding” with “encoding”.

23) In 7.2.3, the first line of the second paragraph, replace the reference to Table 31 with a reference to Table 30.

24) Move Table 30 to between second and third paragraph of 7.2.3.

25) In page 62, Figure C.2, inside the first decision box (diamond shape), third line –
   change: “$c_{\text{max}} - c_{\text{old}} < (c_{\text{all}} >> 4)$”
   to: “$c_{\text{max}} - c_{\text{old}} > (c_{\text{all}} >> 4)$”.

26) In page 62, Figure C.2, outside the first decision box (diamond shape) –
   add to right side output: “No”
   add to bottom output: “Yes”.

27) In Annex F, update the ninth paper listed as follows:

28) In Annex F, update the tenth paper listed as follows: